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AMAZON AMS
Advertising on Amazon to 

increase sales in Japan
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THE WORLD’S LARGEST ONLINE SHOP
ABOUT AMAZON

With over 28 stores and over 200 million items, Amazon is the world’s largest online shop.

It also provides services essential to daily lives such as video and music on demand and groceries through Whole Foods.. 

Source: 広告媒体資料 (2017年7-12月期)
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POWER ON MOBILE
ABOUT AMAZON

Amazon is the 8th most visited site  in Japan on mobile devices with a near-even 49-to-51% split between male and female. 

Businesses can promote their products and increase sales by reaching consumers at a large scale. 

Source: 広告媒体資料
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POWER ON DESKTOP
ABOUT AMAZON

Amazon is the 6th most visited site  in Japan on desktops  with a 66-to-34% split between male and female. Businesses can 

promote their products and increase sales by reaching consumers at a large scale. 

Source: 広告媒体資料
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JAPANESE USER DEMOGRAPHICS
ABOUT AMAZON

Source: 広告媒体資料

Desktop DesktopMobile Mobile

USER AGE USER INCOME

~ Under $30k              ~$30-50k     ~$50-70k               ~$70-100k        ~$100k+
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WHAT IS AMS?
AMAZON MARKETING SERVICES
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ADS TO BOOST SALES
ABOUT AMS

Amazon’s AMS is a programmatic ads system that can  help grow an audience and drive more sales.

HIGHLY VISIBLE, TARGETED ADS

PAY ONLY FOR AD CLICKS

DETAILED REPORTS TO HELP OPTIMIZATION
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3 AD TYPES
ABOUT AMS

Publish your ads selected by keywords on the search 

result page. This ad helps increase sales.

1. Select the products to advertise

2. Set the daily budget

3. Set the keywords to target and bidding budget

SPONSORED PRODUCT ADS
Ads  can be published  by selecting keywords on the 

headline in search result page. This ad helps to 

increase sales or  brand awareness.

1. Select the products to advertise and the page linked 

to the ads

2. Set the budget for the campaign

3. Set the keywords to target and bidding price

4. Select the product to advertise and catch copy

HEADLINE SEARCH ADS
Publish ads selected by keywords on the product 

display page. This ad helps  to increase sales or brand 

awareness.

1. Select the products to advertise and the page linked 

to the ads

2. Set the budget for the campaign

3. Set the keywords to target and bidding price

4. Select the product to advertise and catch copy

PRODUCT DISPLAY ADS
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DISPLAY ADS ON MOBILE
ABOUT AMS

Ad positions and duration can be adjusted depending on factors like preference, performance and promotion period.
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DISPLAY ADS ON DESKTOP
ABOUT AMS

Ad positions and duration can be adjusted depending on factors like preference, performance and promotion period.
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WHY AMS?
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Amazon ads can provide a high ROAS (return on ad spend) 

due to targeting based on Amazon’s large amount of 

customer data.

Ad services start at only  10,000 yen/month (~ $100 USD), 

and because its flexible, ads can be run based on individual 

products or seasons. Ad clicks are also available from only 2 

yen/click.

Performance reports help advertisers know which ads 

work and which don’t, helping them to optimize and 

adjust.

1. HIGH RETURN ON AD SPEND

2. OPEN TO SMALL BUDGET ADVERTISERS

3. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

WHY AMS
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FULL-FUNNEL MARKETING SOLUTION
WHY AMS

Amazon’s AMS provides a suite of services that can be used as a full-funnel marketing solution.

Sponsored Product Ads

These ads are shown in locations where the 

buyer is likely comparing different products 

such as in search results or product detail 

pages.
CONSIDERATION

Headline Search Ads

Ads are displayed to those who are typically at 

the beginning of their buyer’s  journey and are 

open to comparing.AWARENESS

Product Display Ads

These ads are shown on product pages and is 

the last ad shown before someone clicks to 

purchase.
CONVERSION

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

CONVERSION
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AMS AGENT
ABOUT OUR AMS SERVICES
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AGENT SERVICES
AMS AGENT

With the purpose of increasing sales, 

we use a combination of Amazon’s data 

and our internal knowhow and 

experience to plan out the best 

strategy for the client.

AD PLANNING

Looking at the performance of the 

optimized ads, we work with the client 

to make sure the tactics being 

implemented are in line with their 

goals.

REPORTING / PDCA

Aiming to achieve the best results, we 

optimize bidding, keywords, ad copy 

and budget allocation in order to 

maximize the use of the client’s 

budget.

AD OPTIMIZATION

To take the client’s brand to the next 

level, we make sure to offer them our 

entire suite of marketing services to 

reinforce their Amazon ad measures 

and grow their brand to achieve more 

sales.

MARKETING SUITE
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ABOUT 
TAMKO

TAMKO is the domestic and international 

marketing + advertising team within TAM Inc.

Our agency has over 20 years of digital marketing 

experience gained through working with over 

500 clients, 150 of which are publicly traded.

FOUNDED: 1992

OFFICES: Osaka, Tokyo, Singapore, London, Taipei, 

San Francisco

STAFF: 145

P   R   O   J   E   C   T       D   E   S   C   R   I   P   T   I   O   N
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T A M K O

GET IN  TOUCH
WITH US

LOCATION
Misaki Bldg 2F

Kanda Ogawa-machi 3-28-9

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0052

HOURS 
MON - FRI 

10:00AM – 7:00PM

CONTACT US
tamko-ml@tam-tam.co.jp

/ tamkoEN

@tamkoEN

@tamko.co

/ tam-inc-


